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For decades, fashion brands have
sought to articulate this state of “wanting”,
“wishing”, “longing” or “craving”. If you can
generate a strong sense of desirability for your
product, you’re winning in the battle of the
heart versus the head. Do you need a £280
pair of running shoes? No, but you want them,
don’t you? Social media has further accelerated
this, creating an ‘on demand’ generation of
consumers, for whom the need to have the latest
With consumers being forced
to re-evaluate spending, for economic,
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Simply Be SS22 Credit: House 337

INTRO

WELCOME TO THE
VERY FIRST HOUSE 337
DEMAND INDEX, A SERIES
OF SECTOR-SPECIFIC
GUIDES ON THE FACTORS
THAT DRIVE CONSUMER
DEMAND FOR BRANDS
AND PRODUCTS.

piece far outpaces rational decision making.
But the last two years have turned

environmental or lifestyle reasons,

the world upside down. The global pandemic

business leaders need to understand the

provided us with plenty of opportunities

levers they can pull to create demand

to reassess our wardrobes and past fashion

for their brands, now more than ever.

choices. Lockdowns fast-tracked systemic and

At House 337, we understand that
people are making increasingly active choices
and that the factors that drive a purchase

behavioural changes that would typically evolve
over a decade or more.
Our report shows the direct impact

decision for one individual will not be the same

this is having on the fashion sector. Built on a

as another. But we also understand the three

nationally representative survey, with a panel of

levers which drive demand: the brand itself,

branding gurus, futurologists, business leaders,

the experience a customer has and the ability

publishers and social platforms challenging the

of a product to live up to its expectations.

data, its findings gauge the mood of the nation

These three can be applied to
any category and each of our reports will, in
turn, examine how they combine to drive brand
growth across specific business sectors.
For our first issue, ‘Driving
Growth In Fashion Through Desirability’,
we take an in-depth look at the UK’s
highstreet fashion retailers and how brand,
experience and product combine to create
desirability, that intangible quality that
quickens the pulse and inspires devotion.

as the cost-of-living crisis starts to bite.
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SUMMARY

FOR UK FASHION RETAILERS,
THE POST-PANDEMIC
BOUNCE BACK IS STARTING
TO LOOK MORE LIKE A BLIP.
ACCELERATING INFLATION AND
UNPRECEDENTED ENERGY
COSTS ARE ALREADY LIMITING
CONSUMERS’ ABILITY TO
SPEND. NEVERMIND GROWTH
MANY CEOS AND CMOS
FACE A FRESH WAVE OF
EXISTENTIAL CHALLENGES.

Source: Trunk Archive

How fit for the future are the UK’s

Its purpose is to equip CEOs and

top 40 fashion retailers? Alarmingly, many are

CMOs with clear action points, highlighting

massively underperforming on the key metrics

specific ways brands need to adapt their

that drive that most mercurial quality: desirability.

businesses in the face of rapidly changing

The very first House 337 Demand
Index, conducted in the tail winds of a global

consumer behaviour and expectations.
Each of the brands in our report

pandemic and gathering storm clouds of a cost-

has a bespoke scorecard, detailing 36 individual

of-living crisis, generates a detailed picture of the

performance-based demand metrics, which in

factors that drive desirability for fashion brands.

turn sit under three pillars, measuring product,
experience (both online and in-store) and brand
(including values, marketing and reputation).
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WHO’S WINNING IN...
SPORTS BRANDS:

Hugo Boss Fall-Winter 2022 Campaign, Source: Hugo Boss

ONLINE RETAILERS:

PREMIUM BRANDS:
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SIX MACRO THEMES EMERGED,
WHICH WE EXPLORE IN THIS REPORT:

1

2

3

4

5

6

WARM IS THE
NEW COOL

COST PER WEAR
DRIVES PURCHASE
DECISIONS

BRAND EXPERIENCE
IS THE KEY TO
MEMORABLE
MARKETING

COMMUNITY
HOLDS THE KEYS
TO DESIRABILITY

CONSUMERS WISE
TO SUSTAINABILITY
CREDENTIALS &
GREENWASHING

EARN THE RIGHT
TO PLAY IN
DIGITAL SPACES

Demand for cultural inclusivity has
replaced established codes of ‘in the
know’ exclusivity in fashion circles.
90% of brands surveyed
failing to meet customer
expectations on inclusivity.

Quality perceptions emerged
as the most important driver
of product desirability as the
cost of living starts to bite.
85% of brands surveyed falling
short on product quality perceptions
in the eyes of consumers.

With shoppers moving online and high
street footfall in decline, compelling
digital and physical experiences
are required to stand out.

Social media silos have aligned
consumers against identity tribes
while lack of a singular vision
for music or fashion has brought
an end to the trend cycle.

Only 1 in 9 brands deemed
to have either memorable
or relatable marketing.

Sports brands lead the
way, outperforming on 33
of 36 demand metrics.

The climate emergency is shining
a spotlight on the fashion industry.
Sustainable expectations have risen,
systems need to adapt and wasteful
consumer behaviours need to change.
18% of all respondents seeking
second hand products, only
1% of products produced in
closed loop recycling, 18-24s
hooked on free online returns.

Interest in virtual products has tipped
over from gaming to fashion but digital
fashion winners are likely to be native
players. High street brands need to
prioritise existing online experiences.
Only 27% of respondents expressed
an interest in digital fashion while
two thirds of high street brands
are still underperforming on
online shopping experiences.
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1
WARM IS THE
NEW COOL

Nike Women’s Modest Swimwear Campaign Photographer: Paola Kudacki 2019
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Calvin Klein, All Together, Source: Calvin Klein

Hugo Boss Fall-Winter 2022 Campaign, Source: Hugo Boss

WARM IS THE
NEW COOL

FASHION HAS ALWAYS
THRIVED ON EXCLUSIVITY.
FROM THE COOL KIDS AT
SCHOOL TO ALOOF MODELS
GAZING OUT FROM THE PAGES
OF GLOSSY MAGAZINES,
THE MESSAGE HAS BEEN: IF
YOU WEAR WHAT THEY’RE
WEARING, YOU COULD BE
PART OF THIS DESIRABLE
ELUSIVE CLUB TOO.

DRIVING GROWTH IN FASHION
THROUGH DESIRABILITY.
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“THE MAJORITY OF RETAIL
BRANDS URGENTLY NEED
TO REVISE THEIR ROLE IN
CONTEMPORARY CULTURE,
WITH ONLY TWO OF THE
40 SURVEYED SEEN TO
HAVE MASTERED IT IN THE
EYES OF CONSUMERS.”

British Vogue, August 2022 Pride Issue, Source: Vogue.com
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WARM IS THE
NEW COOL

90% of brands surveyed
failing to meet customer
expectations on inclusivity

ASOS X Exist Loudly: A Pride Campaign with Integrity, Source: ASOS X Exist Loudly

A wider sea-change in popular

The most successful brands achieve

culture is having a significant impact on the

this in different ways, but what they have in

fashion sector. Social media has broken down the

common is a new approach to communicating

fourth wall. Political movements like Black Lives

their brand story: a shift from removed, ‘iconic’

Matter and Me Too have highlighted a desire for

imagery to inclusive storytelling. Whether it’s

inclusivity, which is at odds with the established

British Vogue’s August 2022 Pride cover or Dior’s

codes of snobbish fashion mores.

TikTok bloopers featuring Cara Delevigne, the

In our consumer survey of the top
40 fashion retail brands, inclusivity came out as

message is clear: warm is the new cool.
Sports brands are leading the way,

the most significant driver of brand desirability

where more traditional fashion brands have not

across 16 different brand-related scores,

been able to: think of inclusivity leader Nike,

covering values, marketing and brand reputation.

with campaigns such as the one for its modest

In order to survive, brands

sportswear collection, aimed at women from the

urgently need to master the art of authentically

Middle East and North Africa. Fashion brands

inserting themselves into what’s happening in

need to focus on this shift from cool to warm,

contemporary culture.

creating inclusive content that creates fans,
which in turn will translate to loyalty, advocacy,
social sharing and economic resilience.
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Editorially-led social media campaigns are one way
to do this. With the survey showing that 41% of 18 to 24-yearolds are more likely to turn to TikTok, and 46% to Instagram as
a source of fashion inspiration, than family or friends. The role
of online-only experiences cannot be underestimated.
Calvin Klein’s reimagined #OnlyInMyCalvins campaign is
a perfect example of this in action: it kept the iconic black-and-white
aesthetic of the original photographic ads but brought in creators such
as Biminibabes to share their take in video form. “Reimagining nostalgic,
classic campaigns like this allows brands to connect with the TikTok
community, partly due to the platform’s sound-on, immersive environment.
It’s also our creators’ authenticity, rather than their celebrity, that resonates

1

with our community, and brands are recognising the power of that.”
Simply Be AW22, Credit: House337

Calvin Klein #onlyinmycalvins, Source: Instagram @theharperwatters

WARM IS THE
NEW COOL
“IF TIKTOK HAS SHOWN US ANYTHING
OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS, IT’S
THAT CONSUMERS ARE LOOKING FOR
A TWO-WAY DIALOGUE WITH BRANDS,
SO IT’S IMPORTANT TO FOCUS ON
CONTENT THAT FEELS PARTICIPATORY
AND NATIVE TO THE PLATFORM.”
Holly Harrison, Luxury, Fashion & Retail Brand Partnerships Manager at TikTok,
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1. DR. MARTENS
2 . DEPOP

KEY
TAKEOUTS

TOP 5 INCLUSIVE BRANDS:

3. NIKE

4. ASOS

5. SWEATY BETTY

ONE

TWO

THREE

GREATER AWARENESS OF AND
DESIRE FOR INCLUSIVITY AT A
CULTURAL LEVEL, WHICH IS AT
ODDS WITH THE ESTABLISHED
CODES OF EXCLUSIVITY IN FASHION.

BRANDS URGENTLY NEED TO
MASTER THE ART OF AUTHENTICALLY
INSERTING THEMSELVES INTO
CULTURE. THE BEST BRANDS PULL
THIS OFF IN VERY DIFFERENT WAYS
BUT ALL MOVE FROM ‘ICONIC’
TO STORYTELLING.

ONLY 2 OF THE 40 BRANDS COULD
BE SAID TO HAVE MASTERED IT IN
THE EYES OF CONSUMERS WITH
OVER 90% FALLING SHORT.
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2
COST PER WEAR
DRIVES PURCHASE
DECISIONS

Source: Trunk Archive
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Marks and Spencer AW22, Credit: House337

2
COST PER
WEAR DRIVES
PURCHASE
DECISIONS

WHILE A SOCIAL MEDIA-LED
VIBE SHIFT IS UNDERWAY,
THE BITING ECONOMIC
REALITY FACING CONSUMERS
POINTS TO THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT FACTOR, NOT
JUST IN GENERATING DESIRE
TODAY, BUT SUSTAINING
DESIRABILITY THROUGH
A PERIOD OF FINANCIAL
TURBULENCE: PRODUCT
QUALITY. SHOCKINGLY, OUR
SURVEY FOUND THAT 85% OF
FASHION BRANDS ARE FAILING
ON THIS MEASURE.
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“FAST FASHION IS THE ELEPHANT
IN THE ROOM. YOU CAN GO OUT
AND BUY BEAUTIFULLY MADE,
SUSTAINABLE PIECE FOR £300
THAT WILL LAST, BUT YOU CAN
ALSO GET A GREAT DRESS FROM
ZARA FOR £30. MOST PEOPLE
WON’T HAVE £300 TO SPEND
ON THAT OTHER PIECE.”
Anne-Marie Curtis, brand consultant and former editor-in-chief of British Elle.

2
COST PER
WEAR DRIVES
PURCHASE
DECISIONS

Barbour X Alexa Chung SS20, Credit: barbour.com

Fashion retail has seen a “race to

Brands that perform best in

the bottom” on pricing. With largely identical

this area have a strong overall desire score,

products offered across multiple high street

priming themselves for future growth.

brands, cost at the till was seen as the

Unsurprisingly, premium labels reign supreme

most important lever in driving purchase.

when it comes to quality, achieving the highest

However, while people are buying

category average scores across the board.

less, many retailers state that the average item

Of the 36 individual drivers of desire, they

price is rising, as consumers begin to approach

perform above average on all but one.

purchases with a more considered cost per

There is a clear need to better

wear mentality. This is reflected across all

understand what consumers want when

consumer demographics, meaning that even

it comes to quality and to communicate

younger consumers under the age of 25 are

these benefits in a clear and compelling

becoming discerning in terms of quality.

way. The top ranked brands in our Demand
Index, Dr. Martens, followed closely
by Barbour, both have a strong sense
of individuality and heritage.

Dr Martens Worn Different Campaign 2017, Credit: House 337
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Dr Martens X Heaven by Marc Jacobs 2022, Source: drmartens.com

“PEOPLE ARE SEEKING
ITEMS THEY FEEL
DELIVER ON COST
PER WEAR AND THAT’S
DRIVING AN AVERAGE
ITEM PRICE INCREASE.”
Kenyatte Nelson, Chief Brand Officer, N Brown Group

2
COST PER
WEAR DRIVES
PURCHASE
DECISIONS

Quality perceptions also speak to
consumer aspiration (the highest scorers are all

quality, value and price, five out of 11 of the

in the top tier in terms of pricing) and an enduring

premium brands over-index when it comes

presence in culture (anyone walking around

to value, with many others close to the

a town centre will be able to spot the popularity

average, indicating that value and how it’s

of Dr. Martens among teenage shoppers).

communicated, isn’t just a function of price.

Dr. Martens’ strongest attribute, relative to

This is particularly evident among

other brands, is its uniqueness; its desirability

the online-only brands. ASOS, Amazon Fashion

shows that standing apart is a position of

and Boohoo all scored better on value than

strength in these more straitened times.

both eBay and Depop, two brands that sell

Meanwhile, premium women’s

pre-owned clothing and you might expect, to

activewear brand Sweaty Betty scored highly

have stronger value associations. Interestingly,

across product quality, originality and

ASOS and Amazon Fashion also scored

exclusivity metrics, boosting its desirability

better on quality than eBay and Depop.

ranking to third overall.
In a further sign of the importance
of quality among the online brands, Depop scored
Sweaty Betty, Source: sweatybetty.com

Across the three pillars of

third best (behind Boden and ASOS), despite
being a platform for pre-owned garments. This is
evidenced in their curation strategy, prioritising
high-quality items in the customer’s feed.
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1. DR. MARTENS
BA R B O U R
.
2

KEY
TAKEOUTS

TOP 5 BRANDS FOR QUALITY PERCEPTIONS

3. SWEATY BETTY

4. HUGO BOSS

5. CLARKS

ONE

TWO

THREE

QUALITY, ONE OF THE STRONGEST
DRIVERS OF PRODUCT
DESIRABILITY, IS BECOMING MORE
IMPORTANT AS CONSUMERS
PURCHASE DECISIONS START TO
FACTOR IN A ‘COST PER WEAR’.

BRANDS THAT PERFORM BEST ON
QUALITY PERCEPTIONS HAVE A
STRONG OVERALL DESIRABILITY
INDEX, PRIMING THEMSELVES
FOR FUTURE GROWTH.

SHOCKINGLY, 85% OF
FASHION BRANDS ARE FAILING
ON QUALITY PERCEPTIONS.
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3
BRAND EXPERIENCE IS
THE KEY TO MEMORABLE
MARKETING

Instagram pop up store in Selfridges

DRIVING GROWTH IN FASHION
THROUGH DESIRABILITY.
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Jacquemus 24/24, Source: Business of Fashion
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BRAND
EXPERIENCE
IS THE KEY TO
MEMORABLE
MARKETING

Burberry and Tencent Interactive WeChat Shop 2020, Source: dezeen.com

3

WITH CONSUMERS
SPENDING LESS, HOW WE
EXPERIENCE BRANDS, BOTH
PHYSICALLY AND DIGITALLY,
BECOMES INCREASINGLY
IMPORTANT IN SUSTAINING
RELEVANCE, INSPIRING
LOYALTY AND DRIVING
DESIRABILITY.
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Online sales saw a 46.5% rise
during the first year of the pandemic (Source:

89% of brands deemed to

Retail Times). And according to US research

have unmemorable marketing

firm Gartner, 64% of UK consumers now
believe customer experience is more important
than price, findings that are backed up by our
research, which ranks both in-store and online
experience higher than value.
But in a drive to create the most
seamless online shopping experiences, UK
retailers have stripped away brand personality,
resulting in a digital sea of sameness. Of the

BRAND
EXPERIENCE
IS THE KEY TO
MEMORABLE
MARKETING

perceived to be under-performing on creating
memorable marketing.
Traditional brands are also failing

In this fiscally conservative

here, with two thirds of high street brands

environment, how can a retailer build

underperforming on engagement, while even the

brand loyalty and customer engagement?

most desirable brands surveyed (top 5) only score

According to best-selling author, management

17% higher on marketing memorability.

advisor and TED speaker B. Joseph Pine II,

Glossier Store, NY, Source: hirschcorp.com

brands need to stop thinking of experience
and marketing as separate entities.
“The experience is the marketing.
The best way to generate demand for your
Cult Beauty: Cult Concierge, Source: cultbeauty.co.uk

3

online-only brands in the survey, half were

offering is with an experience so engaging,
customers can’t help but spend their time with
you, give you their attention and then buy your
offering as a result. One of the things that’s
coming out of the recent global pandemic
is that we want experiences that are not
merely memorable, but highly meaningful.
And we’re looking for more meaning from
the experiences that we do have. That’s
something that fashion brands can play into.”

Cos Smart Mirrors, Credit: H&M
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66% all brands surveyed
underperform on
engagement metrics
with their customers

3

As customer expectations evolve
Casper Pop up store in Berlin, Source: dmexco.com

BRAND
EXPERIENCE
IS THE KEY TO
MEMORABLE
MARKETING

around delivery and service, brands can see

invest in vibrant physical experiences. He

this as an opportunity to stand out. “A key

references American mattress retailer Casper

distinction between services and experiences

(where you can pay to take a nap on one of

is what versus how. What is the functional –

its products), as well as the Lello & Irmão

the merchandising of the goods, putting them

bookstore in Porto, Portugal, which is billed

in racks and so forth – but then how does

as the most beautiful bookstore in the world.

the customer go about determining what to

Famous for its staircase –

buy? Can it be customised? How will it be

whose sinuous contours, emblematic of

delivered? All of those are aspects that can

snake scales inspired JK Rowling’s vision

turn any mundane interaction into an engaging

for Hogwarts – the store became so popular

encounter. A third level of experience is one of

that its managers began charging visitors an

experiencing the goods in use: it’s not just the

entry fee, redeemable against a purchase.

goods but how you’re trying them on, how they

“An admission fee says, this is an experience

help you decide which one is right for you.”

worth having. You’re sending a signal.”

Just as UK high street footfall
was beginning to recover, the cost of living,
combined with the shift to hybrid working
means retailers need to work harder than
ever to attract customers in store. The
physical environment becomes part of
the customer remarketing strategy.
Lello & Irmão bookstore in Porto, Portugal

Pine believes brands must

021

KEY
TAKEOUTS

1. DR. MARTENS
O BOS
S
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WHO’S WINNING ON RETAIL EXPERIENCE?

3. RALPH LAUREN

4. TOMMY HILFIGER

5. BARBOUR

ONE

TWO

THREE

TWO THIRDS OF HIGH STREET FASHION
BRANDS ARE UNDERPERFORMING
ON ENGAGEMENT WHEREAS THE
MOST DESIRABLE BRANDS SCORE ON
AVERAGE 75% HIGHER ON MARKETING
MEMORABILITY.

MARKETING LEADERS NEED TO
STOP THINKING OF EXPERIENCE AND
MARKETING AS SEPARATE, THEY
NEED TO LIVE IN THE SAME WORLD.

BRANDS NEED TO CREATE NEW
AND INTERESTING PHYSICAL AND
DIGITAL SHOPPING EXPERIENCES,
IN WAYS THAT THEY MAY NEVER
HAVE THOUGHT OF BEFORE.
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4
COMMUNITY
HOLDS THE KEYS
TO DESIRABILITY

Pangaia Family Campaign 2021
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4

New look AW20, Photo credit: House337

Source: Trunk Archive

COMMUNITY
HOLDS THE KEYS
TO DESIRABILITY

ZOOM CULTURE HAS
USHERED IN A MORE
INFORMAL APPROACH TO
FASHION, WITH CONSUMERS
ACROSS THE SPECTRUM
SEEKING COMFORT OVER
STYLE, REGARDLESS OF
DEMOGRAPHIC OR SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS.
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Everyone is a Stylist

“IT’S A REALLY BIG PART OF A
BRAND MISSION; TO REALLY DRILL
DOWN INTO WHAT YOUR CORE
VALUES ARE, AND WHAT YOU
REPRESENT, IN ORDER TO BE ABLE
TO CREATE A COMMUNITY AND
COMMUNICATE WITH THEM.”
Anne-Marie Curtis, brand consultant and former editor-in-chief of British Elle.

4
Pangaia Family Campaign 2021

Brand consultant Anne-Marie

Millennials and Gen Z score remarkably similarly

Curtis even advises her clients to refer to

when it comes to drivers of desire. In particular,

customers as ‘community’ instead. “It’s a

the two groups align on ‘digital native’ scores,

really big part of a brand mission; to really drill

whether looking for the best deals, trying

down into what your core values are, and what

items before buying and purchasing multiple

you represent, in order to be able to create a

items online, before returning the pieces they

community and communicate with them.”

don’t want. Both groups are much more likely

Beyond its reputation for

than the over-45s to choose brands based

quality, as covered earlier, Dr. Martens also

on diversity and inclusion, showing that they

highlights something important about our

have high expectations for a brand’s values.

research methodology; the brands are scored

Instead of demographic or location

on desirability by consumers who already

targeting, building community is key when it

buy that brand, thus the index serves as

comes to brand desire. With the demise of

a relative measure of strength of feeling

the trend cycle and fashion running at the

among their existing customer base.

speed of the Internet, the death of seasonal
M&S AW22, Photo credit: House337

COMMUNITY
HOLDS THE KEYS
TO DESIRABILITY

Our survey shows that both

Dr. Martens and Barbour are both

shopping and the absence of a single, coherent

quite clannish brands. Rather than appealing

vision for music or fashion, everyone has

generally to all segments and styles, they are

become a stylist, with their curated social

associated with a distinct style group. They have

media feeds showcasing the results.

loyal fans, which is a position of strength when
consumers are deciding what purchases they
deem to be important rather than discretionary.
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Similarly, the sports and premium brands in our survey all have
stronger desirability scores than high street and other retailers, performing
better than average on 33 of the 36 attributes. Adidas, for example, seeking
to blend sport, style and culture, to create a sense of tribal affiliation.
Premium brands make a statement about your lifestyle
and identity, or the social worlds you belong to. These brands have
Nike, We Play Real Campaign

loyal fans, generating a high score on desirability, which translates
into loyalty, advocacy, social sharing and economic resilience.
For Curtis, it is Nike that leads the way in this area: “When you look
at their incredible campaigns, and the inspiration that those create, it’s much
bigger than the idea of someone simply going in and buying a pair of running
shoes. The brand means so much more than the products that it makes.”

4

WINNING WITH
SPORTS BRANDS

COMMUNITY
HOLDS THE KEYS
TO DESIRABILITY

WE LOOKED AT THE TOP FIVE SPORTS BRANDS
IN THE UK (BY REVENUE). OUR KEY FINDINGS:

Sports brands perform above average
across 33 of the 36 desire metrics.
All five brands scored highly
for online discoverability.
All but one comfortably over-performed

Source: Trunk Archive

on their marketing’s relatability.
Could they do better? All underperformed
when it comes to in-store experience.

026

KEY
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1. NORTH FACE

MOST DESIRABLE SPORTS BRANDS:

3. NIKE

4. ADIDAS

5. PATAGONIA

ONE

TWO

THREE

THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA IS
SHAPING CONSUMER BEHAVIOURS BY
COMMUNITY AND IDENTITY RATHER
THAN ACROSS DEMOGRAPHIC LINES.

THE LACK OF A SINGLE COHERENT
VISION FOR MUSIC OR FASHION
HAS CONTRIBUTED TO THE
END OF THE TREND CYCLE.

EVERYONE HAS BECOME
THEIR OWN STYLIST.
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5
CONSUMERS WISE
TO SUSTAINABILITY
CREDENTIALS &
GREENWASHING

PANGAIA X Milkywire, Source: Milkywire

DRIVING GROWTH IN FASHION
THROUGH DESIRABILITY.
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Ganni: Ganni Lab, Instagram: @ganni.lab
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5
CONSUMERS
WISE TO
SUSTAINABILITY
CREDENTIALS &
GREENWASHING

Mango Earth 2022 Campaign, Souce: models.com

SUSTAINABLE FASHION HAS
REACHED ITS MASS MARKET
TIPPING POINT. IT HAS
BECOME NOT JUST COOL,
BUT A NON-NEGOTIABLE
REQUIREMENT FOR ANY
FASHION RETAILER HOPING
TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN
TODAY’S MARKET.
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The role that brands play in bridging
the values and behaviour gap is a key area
to build loyalty. Zara, who performed above
average across sustainability, values and online
experience scores, announced in May 2022 that
they would start charging £1.95 for online returns.
But although sustainability is

92 million tons of textile

growing in importance as a driver of desirability,

waste is still created annually

there is a real danger of being accused of
greenwashing, with H&M recently being called
out on presenting misleading claims. According
to Anne-Marie Curtis, “It’s really important
for brands to realise nobody is getting it

5

right at the moment, but any step in the right

Ganni World, Source: ganni.com

direction has got to be better than doing
nothing. It’s also about not being fearful and
being very transparent with your customer.”
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CREDENTIALS &
GREENWASHING

Everyone in the survey said they

She uses Ganni as a best-in-

are trying to shop in a more sustainably-minded

show example; its @ganni.lab Instagram

way. But for both brands and consumers, actions

account (a subsidiary to its main account,

speak louder than words. Shoppers in the 18-

with 32k+ followers vs @ganni’s 1.1m) is

35 category expressed the least need to try

sub-headed, ‘Working on a more responsible

products in-store, being more likely to order

version of ourselves’. Featuring an upbeat mix

multiple items online, knowing they’ll send

of grid images, infographics and facts relaying

at least one back. This reveals a disconnect

tips on how their customers can shop in a

between shoppers’ values and their behaviour.

more sustainable way, it details the brand’s

For ESG consultant Joanne Jong,

journey towards a more sustainable future.

it’s about communication: “The customer
has to be weaned off this “I want it and I

‘Let’s Change The Way We Shop’ Selfridges

want it now” mentality, in a way that they
actually better understand the value of what
they’re receiving, as well as the service. I
think brands can communicate much better
about why it might take a little bit more
time [to deliver]; if you communicate with

1% of fashion is currently

customers, and you’re transparent and

in closed loop recycling

honest, they should be fine with that.”
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“THERE APPEARS TO BE A
SHIFT EVEN IN QUITE RAREFIED
FASHION CIRCLES FOR BUYING
PRE-LOVED, FOR WEARING
RENTAL, FOR NOT NECESSARILY
FEELING THAT PRESSURE TO
GET THE LATEST THING.”
Anne-Marie Curtis, brand consultant and former editor-in-chief of British Elle.
The Vestiare Collective boutique in Selfridges, Credit: Vestiare Collective

Elsewhere, other brands are working

5
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colours and designs to textiles that can be

on improving sustainability credentials using

later removed to re-apply new ones giving

techniques for reducing returns rates (and carbon

them a second, third and fourth life, thereby

footprint). This could be as straightforward

reducing water consumption and the release

as writing product descriptions that are

of harmful chemicals into the environment.

incredibly accurate, so that the customer gets
a realistic sense of how the product will fit.
A more advanced version of this is

It wasn’t long ago that second
hand clothes shopping was boxed into two
categories: vintage and charity. Today, ‘second-

seen at American outdoor sportswear brand Helly

hand’ has successfully been rebranded as

Hansen, which uses a ‘size compare’ technology

‘pre-loved’ or ‘pre-owned’ and peer-to-peer

that gives customers a size recommendation

marketplaces – such as Depop, Vestiaire

based on shoe sizes from a brand they might

Collective and The RealReal – not only

already wear. Teva, the technical sandals

have effective authentication processes in

maker does something similar; it uses a

place for selling second-hand clothing and

technology called Strutfit, where customers

accessories, but they are also seen as first-

scan a QR code and upload a photo of their

stop destinations for fashion lovers seeking out

child’s foot on a piece of paper, to provide the

elusive pieces from existing and extinct brands.

correct shoe size for them before ordering.

Of the survey respondents, 18%

Other exciting and groundbreaking

said they were buying more second-hand pieces

developments come from the likes of Made Of

than they used to, with females more likely than

Air, which is working out how to make clothes

males to shop the sector. Enthusiasm among

from captured carbon; Infinited Fiber, which

younger shoppers was marginally higher, perhaps

take cellulose rich waste that would otherwise

best reflected in youth-focused resale brand

have gone into landfill and turn it into textiles;

Depop, with 1 in 2 of this audience saying they

and Vividye, which offers technology to apply

had used the platform in the past six months.

Depop Global Campaign 2018, Credit: Depop
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TikTok has also reported a rise

With the rise of pre-owned prevalent

in users featuring pre-owned clothing in their
content, citing iconic workwear and fashion
label Dickies as an example of a brand that
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among the youth market, brands considering
resale would be well advised to go after this

M&S Denim SS20, Photo credit: House337

younger demographic. This is something that

has harnessed the market successfully by

has not gone unnoticed: perhaps the most telling

inviting people to share how they wear their

sign of a change in the nation’s tastes is that

pre-loved pieces. Hashtags like #Upcycling

hit TV show Love Island, which was previously

(7.1B views), #ThriftOutfit (4.4M views) and

sponsored by fast-fashion retailer Boohoo,

#MadeByMe (537M views) are generating
billions of views and video creations.
Part of this change in behaviour
can be put down to tech improvements, which
make the process of buying and selling second-

80% of a product’s
environmental impact is
determined at the concept
and design stage

hand easier than ever before. To an even greater

was supported by eBay for its 2022 series.
Certainly eBay has some way to go
in terms of its sustainability perceptions among
shoppers, scoring second from bottom among
the online brands surveyed and even further
behind fast fashion brands ASOS and Very.

extent, the pandemic played a part. As well as

Clothing rental is also growing in

making physically touching clothes a potential

popularity, with firms such as Hurr partnering

health hazard – forcing physical stores to close –

with Selfridges and Mulberry, while the likes of

it gave people time to clear out their wardrobes,

Burberry have collaborated with My Wardrobe

and sell things on, while stuck at home.

HQ. Anne-Marie Curtis points to a mindset shift:

Perhaps the most significant

“People aren’t as obsessed with wearing the new

shift today, however, is that shopping second-

thing every six months. I think everyone’s a lot

hand is seen, from an environmentally friendly

less influenced by trends now. Certainly, when

perspective, as a badge of honour; in the

you go to a social event, you don’t really see

age of social media when any popular look

that dress that everyone’s wearing that season

provides a raft of copycats within hours,

– it doesn’t seem to be the case anymore, even

it’s also provided a way for fashion lovers to

within fashion circles. I think that says quite a lot

create a look that is completely original.

about how people are looking at the trend cycle.”
Selfirdges Launches first ever rental collection through rental partner Hurr, Source: selfridgespress.com
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SUSTAINABILITY IS THE CATALYST
THAT BRIDGES AMBITION AND ACTION:
BRANDS HAVE AN ACTIVE ROLE TO PLAY
IN PROMOTING MORE SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR, BUT NEED
TO AVOID GREENWASHING CLAIMS.

BRANDS THAT OFFER PRE-OWNED
AND RENTAL CLOTHING HAVE A
HIGHER DESIRABILITY SCORE
THAN FAST FASHION RETAILERS.

RAPID INNOVATION ACROSS SUPPLY
CHAIN AND PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
IS REQUIRED TO MAKE FASHION
BRANDS FIT FOR THE FUTURE.
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6
EARN THE RIGHT
TO PLAY IN
DIGITAL SPACES

Puma x The Fabricant, Spring/Summer 2021, Source: The Fabricant
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Kolesman, Save The Beauty, Source: dressx.com

6
EARN THE
RIGHT TO
PLAY IN
DIGITAL
SPACES

Snapchat boosts AR try on tools: Farfetch, Vogue Business

FASHION’S INNATE TENDENCY
TO RUN TOWARDS SHINY NEW
THINGS HAS SEEN A FLURRY
OF ACTIVITY IN THE DIGITAL
SPACE. DRESSX, THE DIGITALONLY FASHION PLATFORM,
OFFERS ‘CLOTHES FOR ALL YOUR
WEB3 EXPERIENCES’; META
PARTNERED WITH BALENCIAGA
AND PRADA AND DOLCE &
GABBANA SHOWED AT THE FIRST
METAVERSE FASHION WEEK.
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“THE RISE OF THE GAMING
SECTOR IS AN EXAMPLE OF
VIRTUAL FASHION’S POTENTIAL
PROFITABILITY; WORTH MORE
THAN THE VIDEO AND MUSIC
INDUSTRIES COMBINED, MUCH
OF THE GAMING MARKET’S
MONEY IS MADE FROM SELLING
SKINS AND OTHER IN-GAME
OBJECTS AND ACCESSORIES.”

How much do consumers really care
about digital fashion? Does any of this activity
make a brand more desirable? Or could it be a
massive distraction for marketeers, particularly
for brands that don’t get the basics right?
Two thirds of high street brands
surveyed are currently underperforming
on their online shopping experiences,
showing that there is much to be done to
improve the customer experience in the
fastest growing shopping channel.
Our survey revealed that digital
clothing net awareness is at 41% in the UK, with

Paul Silton, Head of Industry, Fashion & Luxury (UK) at Meta

a perhaps unsurprising skew towards younger

EARN THE
RIGHT TO
PLAY IN
DIGITAL
SPACES

tried digital clothing, while in the 18-24 age group

“The rise of the gaming sector

this rose to 18%. 27% said they would use it in

is an example of virtual fashion’s potential

future: the 18-24 age group are more likely to look

profitability; worth more than the video and

for digital attributes in their shopping experience,

music industries combined, much of the gaming

with NFT purchases doubling for this segment.

market’s money is made from selling skins

There is clearly an opportunity
for brands, especially focusing on consumer

and other in-game objects and accessories.”
Some brands have partnered with

needs, when it comes to driving desire in the

online games, most prominently, Balenciaga

digital space. But what is that opportunity?

and Fortnite; Nike acquired the digital sneaker

According to Paul Silton, Head of Industry,

brand RTKFT at the end of last year, and DressX

Fashion & Luxury (UK) at Meta, “More than 3

shares digital fashion with the TikTok community.

billion people are spending over $100 billion in

When Tommy Hilfiger announced in July 2022

virtual goods, so the appetite, the desire, is

that it would be returning to New York for its

already there. The metaverse is changing the way

next show, it used the opportunity to launch

we understand fashion. We could move freely

‘Tommy Play’ on Roblox. Joining the likes of Nike,

between different 3D worlds and communities

Ralph Lauren and Forever 21, the virtual world

with the help of virtual and augmented reality.”

platform’s 50 million users will soon be able
to purchase Tommy Hilfiger branded items.
While a hybrid approach seems to
be a way in for businesses attempting to tackle
the virtual-world fashion conundrum, another way
of looking at digital clothing is as an opportunity
to be more environmentally responsible.

at Nike NYC: House of Innovation. Courtesy of Nike.

6

audiences; 9% of all respondents had actually
The Nikeland portal at the Nikeland/Roblox activation
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Balenciaga X Fortnite, Source: Epic Games
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“DIGITAL CLOTHING HAS BEEN
POSITIONED AS A MORE
SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVE TO
PURCHASING CLOTHES TO ONLY
WEAR A HANDFUL OF TIMES FOR
SOCIAL MEDIA. AS AWARENESS
GROWS ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OF THE FASHION INDUSTRY,
I THINK THE TIKTOK COMMUNITY IS
BECOMING MORE CURIOUS ABOUT
DIGITAL CLOTHING AND SOME OF
THE SOLUTIONS IT COULD OFFER TO
THESE PROBLEMS.”
TikTok’s Holly Harrison

A special hand held camera scans Hadid’s facial features.
Photo: Torso, courtesey of Mugler

Bella Hadid Avatar for Mugler, Source: @muglerofficial Instagram

TikTok’s Holly Harrison says,
“Digital clothing has been positioned as a

opportunities will follow consumer behaviour,

more sustainable alternative to purchasing

which is why it’s important for businesses to

clothes to only wear a handful of times for

continue focusing on today’s opportunities.”

social media. As awareness grows about the

But could virtual fashion follow

environmental impact of the fashion industry, I

Virtual Reality as the next over-hyped boom

think the TikTok community is becoming more

and bust category? The NFT and Crypto

curious about digital clothing and some of the

currency market collapse mid-2022 signals that

solutions it could offer to these problems.

economic turbulence will see both brands and

“TikTok is home to an active

consumers ditching “nice to haves” in favour of

community creating and sharing content

the essentials. In a world where family budgets

around sustainability, so I think that as well

are stretched across record energy prices and

as being highly visual, digital clothing also

stagflation, spending real money on a frock

resonates with the platform’s community

that doesn’t exist may seem a frivolity too far.

for its sustainability credentials.” The

“With the pandemic, the physical

#sustainablefashion search term has over

stores went away, we could only buy online, ”

2.5 billion views on TikTok, in contrast to

notes Pine. “But you don’t get nearly the same

#DigitalClothing, which has just 22.8M views –

experience. Maybe someday as virtual reality

indicating there is an opportunity here for brands

becomes more prevalent, we’ll be able to do

to thoughtfully navigate a way into the space.”

that. But even then, there is no substitute,

A cautionary word from Meta for

The JW Anderson cardigan NFT, Source: xydrobe.com

apps. Ultimately, we believe that business

particularly with a fashion item, of touching

brands who run the risk of getting ahead of

and feeling and trying something on. We can

themselves: “Much of what we envision will still

simulate that, but it’s not the same thing as

take years to bring to fruition. We know that the

actually doing that in a physical store.”

primary way people experience the metaverse
in the short-term will be through existing 2D
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VIRTUAL FASHION IS A MASSIVE
DISTRACTION FOR MARKETERS WHO
DON’T GET THE BASICS RIGHT.

COST-OF-LIVING CONCERNS
ARE HOLDING MAINSTREAM
FASHION RETAILERS BACK,
WHILE LUXURY BRANDS AND
COLLECTIBLES AFFORDED
GREATER PERMISSION TO PLAY.

AUGMENTED REALITY BRIDGES
THE GAP BETWEEN DIGITAL
INNOVATION AND REAL WORLD
APPLICATION, JUSTIFYING SPEND.
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STRATEGIC
IMPLICATIONS

Hugo Boss Fall-Winter 2022 Campaign, Source: Hugo Boss
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1

4

Quality perceptions will
become increasingly
important as consumers
become more cautious
around non-essential
spending.

Customer expectations
around inclusivity and
ethical commerce have
reached a tipping point.

2

5

Customers crave
experiences, both online
in the real world, that
are highly memorable.

The future of demand
in fashion doesn’t have
to be tied to a virtual
mannequin while real
world considerations
are more pressing.

3
The influence of social
media has redrawn
fashion lines around
communities.

At House 337, we understand that the world is
complicated and the factors that drive purchase decisions
are complicated. Consumers are making increasingly
active choices as they re-evaluate spending. The brands
that win, will be the ones that unlock desirability, by
delivering on what matters most to their customers.
The findings from our research highlight rapidly
evolving consumer trends, making arresting reading for
the UK’s fashion retailers, while providing clear actions
business leaders can take today to prepare for tomorrow.

FOR A FOLLOW UP
CONSULTATION OR
ANALYSIS OF YOUR BRAND
SCORECARD EMAIL US AT
HELLO@HOUSE337.COM
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SURVEY RESULTS WERE
STRESS-TESTED WITH A PANEL
OF MARKETING LEADERS,
SUSTAINABILITY GURUS,
FASHION AND LIFESTYLE
EDITORS AND DIGITAL
PLATFORM EXECUTIVES.
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